'+') Twenty-Eighth Feast of Weeks 6011
The “Decryption” of
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego, Part 11
Praise '+')! Let everything that has breath, Praise '+')! Praise '+') #
'+')! Make a joyful noise unto God, '+'); sing forth the honor of His Holy name.
Let us make the praise of His Son, '+') # '+'), glorious. Praise '+') # '+')!
We shall say unto all people, come and see the works of our God, '+') #
'+'). Come and hear, all of you that fear God, the Most High, '+') # '+'); and,
we shall declare to all people what He hath done for our souls.
We shall cry unto '+') # '+') with our mouths, and we shall extol Him
with our tongues. '+') # '+') shall be merciful unto us, and bless us; and, cause
His face to shine upon us; that His ways may be known upon the earth and His
saving health among all the nations. All the people shall praise '+') # '+'). All
the earth shall worship '+') # '+'), and shall sing unto His name.
The nations shall be glad and shall sing for joy; for '+') # '+') shall judge
all people righteously, and govern the nations upon earth. Then shall the earth
yield her increase and our own God, '+') # '+'), shall bless us all. '+') # '+')
shall have dominion from sea to sea unto the ends of the earth. All kings shall fall
down before '+') # '+') and all nations shall serve Him. Praise '+') # '+')!
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'+') # '+') shall live; and, to Him shall be given all the gold of Sheba.
The prayers of the righteous shall be made before '+') # '+') continually; and,
daily shall '+') # '+') be praised. Righteous men shall be blessed in Him and all
nations shall call '+') # '+') blessed.
Blessed be the Lord, God, '+') # '+'), the God of Israel, who only does
wondrous things. The name of '+') # '+') shall endure for ever; and, His name
shall be continued as long as the sun. Blessed be the glorious name of '+') #
'+') for ever. The whole earth shall be filled with the glory of '+') # '+').
Praise '+') # '+')! All of us, this day, can sing and show forth the salvation of
'+') # '+') from day to day. We can affirm, make known, and publicly glorify
'+') # '+') among the heathen, and His wondrous works among all people.
For we know that '+') # '+'), the Son of '+'), is the great King over all
the earth. He shall give strength unto His people and bless His people with peace.
All of the righteous shall forever give thanks to '+') # '+'), and remember to
honor '+') # '+') with substance and with the firstfruits of all of their increase.
Praise '+')! Praise '+') # '+')!
I am gratefully delighted to be in the presence of those of you today who
desire to keep the commandments of '+') # '+'). And, it is with great pleasure
that I welcome you to the Twenty-Eight Annual Feast of Weeks of '+') # '+'), in
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the place where He has so graciously placed His Holy name. Once again, welcome
to this seminar, The “Decryption” of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego, Part
11. Praise '+')! Praise '+') # '+')!
Let us incline our ears today unto the wisdom of '+') # '+') and apply our
minds to His understanding; for only '+') # '+') gives wisdom. And, as we gain
wisdom and knowledge, we must seek His divine understanding. Praise '+')!
Praise '+') # '+')!
In our last study of Daniel 1:4, we outlined and scrutinized with careful
thought the words: teach, goad, trouble, affliction, persecution, rod, prison,
scourge, and adversity. From our careful examination, we uncovered that by
means of an obscure top-secret alliance, involving King Nebuchadnezzar and
foreign allies, Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah were provoked and annoyed
because of their firm stand in proclaiming the Kingdom of the Most High God,
'+').
We learned that the covert alliance of King Nebuchadnezzar to
underhandedly provoke and annoy Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah with
the rod being an Oriental incentive, could—and would—stimulate them into some
specific action or reaction.
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We also noted that King Nebuchadnezzar, foreign allies, and his golden
image, bound in secrecy, finalized and initiated plans to officially announce
expanded universal laws to all kindreds, tongues, and nations. These deliberate
plans, however, being an Oriental incentive, were to secretly pursue and draw out
Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah from the midst of the tribe of Yehuwdah
and to make them “very” angry.
Moreover, we indicated that they also set out to harass and cause Daniel,
Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah to suffer relentlessly. And, while suffering under
continuous mental and physical distress, they intended for them to experience great
disappointment, grief, anguish, and anxiety. After being accused of committing
unlawful acts against the universal laws and golden image set up by
Nebuchadnezzar, they faced great trouble and much pain.
In fact, because of the overwhelming arrogance of King Nebuchadnezzar
and his unholy allies, they did everything to separate Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael,
and Azariah from the love of their God, '+'). And, they also tried intentionally to
subjugate, as well as drive them away from their unyielding belief in the Most
High God, '+'), under the threat of extermination.
Thus, we concluded from our study that through a campaign of contrived
obtrusive laws and false accusations—an official Babylonian rod, a cross of
adversity was placed upon Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah. Therefore,
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they had to bear an instrument of punishment, while simultaneously suffering a
burdensome trial.
Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah were put into a distressing and
difficult situation, a time of trouble, which foreshadows the great day that was
prophesied to come—in our lifetime—in prophetic Babylon-America.
These same events shall play out in a similarly fashion today, in that
President George W. Bush—given power by the Universal Roman Catholic
Pope—has aligned all apostatized potentates: These ordained potentates, under a
veiled priesthood, are opposed to the second coming of the True Messiah, '+') #
'+'). And they stand ready with President George W. Bush to deny all people
their God given rights—like in the times of Daniel—to worship '+'), through His
Son, '+') # '+').
Let us turn to our foundation Scripture, Daniel 1:4, to continue our study of
how the same opposers, this end day, have been aligned to effect the elimination of
the disciples of '+') # '+') and all who have chosen to keep the commandments
of '+') # '+'). Let us read Daniel 1:4:
4 Children in whom was no blemish, but well favoured,
and skilful in all wisdom, and cunning in knowledge,
and understanding science, and such as had ability in
them to stand in the king’s palace, and whom they
might teach the learning and the tongue of the
Chaldeans.
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In relation to these prophetic facts, the closing phrase, “… and whom they
might teach the learning and the tongue of the Chaldeans,” is where we shall
continue to seek a prophetic understanding of events surrounding Shadrach,
Meshach, and Abednego for our own preparation in these last days of oppressive
rule.
To gain further insight of how a burdensome trial was implemented and
instruments of punishment upon Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah were
used, we must refer once again to our previous analysis of the word teach.
Documented in The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible,
copyright 1990 in the Hebrew Dictionary of the Old Testament, under the
reference number 3925, the word teach is denoted as, “properly to goad, that is,
(by implication) to teach (the rod being an Oriental incentive).”
We surmised from this preliminary definition in our last seminar that King
Nebuchadnezzar and his foreign allies arranged as an Oriental incentive the use of
instruments of punishment and a burdensome trial—a fiery furnace—to stimulate
Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah into some kind of action or reaction.
However, let us move forward to see how and why instruments of
punishment and a burdensome trial were executed for deceitful purposes, while,
simultaneously, demonstrating the character and loyalty of these certain children
to trust solely in God, '+').
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We shall examine the word incentive—stemming from our definitive phrase,
the rod being an Oriental incentive—to begin our course of study. The word
incentive, according to the American Heritage Talking Dictionary, copyright
1997, computer software, is defined as “something, such as fear of punishment or
the expectation of reward that induces action.” And, incentive, based on the
Merriam-Webster’s 11th Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 2003, computer
software, means “something that has a tendency to incite to determination.”
We can concur from these descriptive details that two things would result
from King Nebuchadnezzar and all of his allies using instruments of punishment
and a burdensome trial, to incite Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah: one, the
fear of punishment at the hands of evil men; or two, the expectation of a reward
that would come, as the end result of their determination, to trust completely in the
salvation of '+').
Know of a surety, that just as '+') guided them through their trials, then the
Son, '+') # '+'), is still with us to guide us in the very same way this day. We are
commanded to not have fear of any man in Babylon-America who sits in the seat
of presidency as a king. Praise '+') # '+')! Let us read Matthew 10:28; 32-33:
28 And fear not them which kill the body, but are not
able to kill the soul: but rather fear Him ['+') # '+')]
which is able to destroy both soul and body in hell.
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Whosoever therefore shall confess Me ['+') #
'+')] before men, him will I confess also before My
Father ['+')] which is in heaven.
32

33 But whosoever shall deny Me before men, him will I
['+') # '+')] also deny before My Father ['+')] which
is in heaven.
Let us read on in Jeremiah 42:11:
11 Be not afraid of the king of Babylon, of whom ye
are afraid; be not afraid of him, saith the Lord,
'+') # '+'): for I am with you to save you, and to
deliver you from his hand.
Praise '+')! Only '+') # '+') shall save and deliver us from the hands of evil
men. Before we go on further to examine how the execution of instruments of
punishment and a burdensome trial were covertly put into effect, it is necessary to
examine the hidden social order linking King Nebuchadnezzar and certain foreign
allies who were bound to the universal golden image “set up” in ancient Babylon.
We shall look into the lexical meaning and use of the capitalized cryptic
word Oriental, stemming from the preliminary definition of teach and its
parenthetical phrase, the rod being an Oriental incentive. In the expression, an
Oriental incentive, we can assert that the word Oriental is a numinous sign or
symbol, used as an adjective before the noun incentive, to conceal a hidden social
order, as well as, the shrouded mission pertaining to the order.
To explain and clarify our assertion regarding the obscure word Oriental, we
must proceed to consider the word adjective.
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An adjective, as referenced in the Webster’s New World College Dictionary
& Thesaurus, copyright 1998, computer software, is “any of a class of words used
to modify a noun as by describing qualities of the entity denoted, distinguishing it
from others.”
Quality, the root of qualities, from the Merriam-Webster’s 11th Collegiate
Dictionary, copyright 2003, computer software, stands for “peculiar and essential
character”; while peculiar indicates “something exempt from ordinary jurisdiction;
especially a church or parish exempt from the jurisdiction of the ordinary in whose
territory it lies.”

Church, as outlined in the Webster’s New World College

Dictionary & Thesaurus, copyright 1998, computer software, is synonymous to
“temple, synagogue, basilica, and place of worship.”
As evidenced from these undeniable details, the capitalized cryptic word
Oriental was used in the phrase, an Oriental incentive, to denote the essential
character and ordination of societies, veiled within secret temples, synagogues, the
basilica, and places of worship.
We can also reason, from our study of Daniel 1:4, that during the times of
Daniel any secret temple, synagogue, and place of worship—while distinguished
from others—were exempt from the ordinary jurisdiction of Babylon, in whose
territory it would lie.
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Consequently, hidden orders and societies within these veiled temples were
bound by oath to worship the universal golden image; and, to carry out all
instruments of punishment with a burdensome trial that would be used against
Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah—just as it remains this very day.
In these last days of evil rule in prophetic Babylon-America, veiled
priesthoods—in uniformity with these unchanged secret temples and synagogues,
along with the Basilica of Rome—are prepared to carry out the same diabolical
plans, from the past, as were prophesied to occur in this end day.
For example: This year, during the week of April 14-20, the President of
prophetic Babylon-America, greeted—with a pompous welcome—Pope Benedict
XVI, whom he recognizes as a major figure in the world, and as a worldwide
spiritual leader, but also sees him (the Pope) as a god.
After Pope Benedict’s mount to the throne, as the successor of Peter, his
unprecedented historic six-day visit to Babylon-America was “set up” by President
George W. Bush as a sign of respect; and, to give credence to the plan of Pope
Benedict’s global reverence and worship. Let us read Isaiah 14:13 and 14 for
clarity relating to this subject:
13 For thou hast said in thine heart, I will ascend into
heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars of God,
'+'): I will sit also upon the mount of the congregation,
in the sides of the north:
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14 I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will
be like the Most High, '+').
Additionally, Pope Benedict XVI, who also holds the temporal title as
Sovereign of the State of Vatican City, was also “set up” for the high calling of
inducting all rulers bound by a surreptitious oath, to present themselves to his
grand installation for universal dedication, which is comparable to the times of
Daniel. Let us read the likeness of this dedication in Daniel 3:1-3:
1 Nebuchadnezzar the king made an image of gold,
whose height was threescore cubits, and the breadth
thereof six cubits: he set it up in the plain of Dura, in
the province of Babylon.
2 Then Nebuchadnezzar the king sent to gather
together the princes, the governors, and the captains,
the judges, the treasurers, the counsellors, the sheriffs,
and all the rulers of the provinces, to come to the
dedication of the image which Nebuchadnezzar the king
had set up.
3 Then the princes, the governors, and captains, the
judges, the treasurers, the counsellors, the sheriffs, and
all the rulers of the provinces, were gathered together
unto the dedication of the image that Nebuchadnezzar
the king had set up; and they stood before the image
that Nebuchadnezzar had set up.
This day, we have seen the equivalence of this exact dedication come to pass
for all rulers, now “set up” by President George W. Bush, for the “one world”
image of totalitarian worship.
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We can also determine that this prophetic dedication was to equally establish
and launch the last degree of universal ordering of all peoples, nations, and
tongues in allegiance with Pope Benedict XVI, under the rules of his worldwide
consecration. As we consider all of these facts up to this point, we can clearly
understand that in ancient Babylon all veiled temples, synagogues, and places of
worship were the meetinghouses for covert arrangements that were systematically
ordered by all rulers over their given provinces.
Therefore, veiled priesthoods were to carry out secret orders and bring about
a burdensome trial upon Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah if attempts to
stimulate them into the learning and tongue of the Chaldeans failed.
Let us proceed on in our examination, to recognize the secret arrangements
of a burdensome trial along with intimidating instruments of punishment, if
attempts to stimulate them failed. As recorded in Daniel 1:4, we shall investigate
the word learning from the phrase “the learning and tongue of the Chaldeans.”
According to The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible,
copyright 1990 in the Hebrew Dictionary of the Old Testament under the reference
number 5612, the word learning means “properly writing (the art or a document);
by implication a book; evidence; learned; and letter.”
We can reason from these facts that the society of a veiled Babylonian
priesthood, linked with Nebuchadnezzar, knew that Hananiah, Mishael, and
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Azariah were learned in the letters of the law of God, '+'). In that these certain
children had the ability to write according to the methods of Daniel—as taught by
God, '+')—evidence in their art of writing inspired books, and documents was
under close observation by them.
The open declarations of the theocratic Kingdom of '+'), as published by
these certain children, meant the destruction of demonic Babylonian freedoms—
great vice, wickedness, and corrupt gratification of the senses— which were still
attainable under their false universal religion.
Even more, the Babylonian priesthoods also knew that Daniel, Hananiah,
Mishael, and Azariah were marked by '+'); and they were, therefore, dedicated to
speaking out and recording the Kingdom of their God, '+'). We can positively
assert that Daniel and these Hebrew children were an obvious threat to the
Babylonians’ “free societies” and to the security of their powerful homeland. This
continues on, even to this very day, in prophetic Babylon-America.
The Universal Roman Catholic Pope, President George W. Bush, and his
foreign allies—all descendants of the same veiled priesthoods within temples,
synagogues, and the Basilica of Rome—know that the hereditary descendants of
Daniel, the true disciples of '+') # '+'), are the identical spiritual threat this latter
day to their “free world societies,” as well as to their and global homeland security.
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In addition, they know that certain disciples, directly inspired by '+') #
'+'), have the learned ability, acquired through His methods of study, to exercise a
high degree of scholarly understanding in the letter of the laws of '+').
Historically, since the Biblical times of Daniel, the kings and rulers of this present
“world system” have known that in the last days of their satanic rule, the true
believers of '+') # '+') would be dedicated to recording the first and second
coming of '+') # '+'). And, that the disciples of '+') # '+') would also edify
His Kingdom of Righteousness, which would never be destroyed. Let us read
Daniel 2:44:
44 And in the days of these kings shall the God of
heaven ['+') # '+')] set up a kingdom, which
shall never be destroyed: and the kingdom shall
not be left to other people, but it shall break in
pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it
shall stand for ever.
It is a fact, that the coming Kingdom of '+') # '+'), as asserted by the true
disciples of '+') # '+'), shall stand as prophesied in the Book of Daniel. This is
the Kingdom that shall break into pieces and consume all of Babylon-America’s
demon-cratic priesthoods; and, all of her kingdoms of great vices, wickedness, and
corrupt gratification of the senses. Praise '+') # '+')! Let us read on in Daniel
7:13 and 14:
13 I saw in the night visions, and, behold, one like the
Son of Man ['+') # '+')] came with the clouds of
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heaven, and came to the Ancient of days, and they
brought Him near before Him.
14 And there was given Him dominion, and glory, and
a kingdom, that all people, nations, and languages,
should serve Him: His dominion is an everlasting
dominion, which shall not pass away, and His kingdom
that which shall not be destroyed.
Therefore, for all of the reasons we have seen, up to this present day, veiled
priesthoods in the past were in absolute agreement to prevent Daniel, Hananiah,
Mishael, and Azariah from declaring the Kingdom of '+'); thereby, stimulating
them into the Babylonian art of writing documents and books in the tongue of the
Chaldeans. Let us move forward in our study of Daniel 1:4 to explore the word
tongue, in the phrase, “the learning and tongue of the Chaldeans,” for additional
understanding.
The word tongue, as found the Webster’s New World College Dictionary &
Thesaurus, copyright 1998, computer software is “in the Bible, a nation or people
speaking a distinct language.” And, tongue, referenced in The New Strong’s
Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, copyright 1990 in the Hebrew Dictionary of
the Old Testament under the reference number 3956, means “the tongue (of man),
used literally (as the instrument of licking, or speech); figuratively (a babbler, or
evil speaker).”
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In considering these critical details, we can also reason in ancient
Babylonian history that veiled priesthoods, allied with king Nebuchadnezzar,
stimulated Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah by seeking to persuade them from
speaking their national Hebrew language.
They sought to change their discerning Biblical language—as taught by
Daniel—which was distinctly hierocratic from all other languages. And, based on
the established Babylonian universal religion, official plans were systematically
laid out by decree for Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah to become babblers
or evil speakers, concerning the name of their false golden image.
As a result, they would be used as instruments for Babylon in the ancient
arts and techniques of twisted speech; thus, writing books and documents of
learning styled in distorted Babylonian doctrines. These hateful and offensive
actions that were officially sanctioned in secret meant that these certain children
would be faced with the unthinkable. They faced the forceful provocation to
forsake, give up, or abandon their dedication to speak and record righteous
writings, documents, and books that exalted the Kingdom of God, '+'). This was
a troubling time of mental suffering and distress for these certain children, who
believed in the one true God, '+').
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Nevertheless, because Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah disregarded
all of their attempts to agitate them to respect the universal golden image and
prevailing religious laws, the activation of authorized false accusations developed,
not only by king Nebuchadnezzar and his foreign allies, but also from the midst of
the tribe of Yehuwdah (Judah).
This final attempt of false accusations and display of some wrong-doing,
springing up from the tribe of Yehuwdah, would completely justify bringing a
burdensome trial upon these certain children. Let us read Daniel 3:8 and 12,
which portrays actions that shall occur this end day:
8 Wherefore at that time certain Chaldeans came near,
and accused the Jews [Hebrews].
12 There are certain Jews [Hebrews] whom thou hast
set over the affairs of the province of Babylon,
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego; these men, O king,
have not regarded thee: they serve not thy gods, nor
worship the golden image which thou hast set up.
We can see from these Scriptures that Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and
Azariah were committed to serving the Kingdom of '+'), and, continued to
disregard the planned transformation of all people to worship the universal
Babylonian golden image and religious laws. Let us read Daniel 3:10 and 11:
10 Thou, O king, hast made a decree, that every man
that shall hear the sound of the cornet, flute, harp,
sackbut, psaltery, and dulcimer, and all kinds of music,
shall fall down and worship the golden image:
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11 And whoso falleth not down and worshippeth, that
he should be cast into the midst of a burning fiery
furnace.
Because they would not fall down and worship the Babylonian image, a
burdensome trial was ordered by the universal golden pope, through the
Babylonian judicial system. And, others from the tribe of Yehuwdah, who joined
on (fell down in worship) to them, were also “set up” to cause Daniel, Hananiah,
Mishael, and Azariah to suffer harsh treatment in an instrument of punishment, as
in a confined top security-camp, military prison, or the like.
At this point, let us illuminate our affirmation of false accusations, “set up”
from the alliance of king Nebuchadnezzar and from the midst of the tribe of
Yehuwdah, which shall similarly play out in this latter day. In order to shed
additional light, we must go back to the phrase, “tongue of the Chaldeans,” to
explore the word tongue once again.
The word tongue, as stated in The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of
the Bible, copyright 1990 in the Hebrew Dictionary of the Old Testament under the
reference number 3956 is denoted as “the tongue (of man), used literally (as the
instrument of licking, or speech).” And the word lick, the root of licking, as
recorded in the American Heritage Talking Dictionary, copyright 1997 computer
software, means “to punish with a beating.”
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First, we can deduce from these facts that as Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah
were committed brethren in doing the will of '+'), as taught by Daniel, they were
now subjected to being punished because of false accusations from those within
the tribe of Yehuwdah, who had joined the pride and lust of the Babylonians’
world. Let us read 1 John 2:16 and 17:
16 For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, and
the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, is not of the
Father ['+')], but is of the world.
17 And the world passeth away, and the lust thereof:
but he that doeth the will of God ['+')], abideth for
ever.
Let us read on in Matthew 7:21:
21 Not every one that saith unto Me, ['+') # '+'),
'+') # '+')], shall enter into the kingdom of
heaven; but he that doeth the will of My Father
['+')] which is in heaven.
Secondly, based upon the facts made known, in addition to these Scriptures,
we can also believe that false accusations—from those within the tribe of
Yehuwdah who did not choose to do the will of '+')—commenced through the
speech of many tongues to punish Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah with an
official beating. Let us read a simulation of this prophecy that shall hold true this
end day, according to Scripture. Let us read Luke 21:16 and 17:
16 And ye shall be betrayed both by parents, and
brethren, and kinsfolks, and friends; and some of you
shall they cause to be put to death.
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17 And ye shall be hated of all men for My ['+') #
'+')] name’s sake.
We can accept as Scriptural truth that Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and
Azariah were hated by all the men of Babylon because of their uncompromising
belief in the Most High, God, '+'). And, undoubtedly, they were also hated and
betrayed by brethren, kinfolks, and friends that did not commit to the will of '+'),
but held on to the worldwide laws of Babylon. Unquestionably, these were sottish
Hebrews who were wise to do evil, without true understanding of their own God,
'+'). Let us read Jeremiah 4:22:
22 For My people is foolish, they have not known Me;
they are sottish children, and they have none
understanding: they are wise to do evil, but to do
good they have no knowledge.
Let us read on in St. John 3: 19 and 20:
19 And this is the condemnation, that light is come into
the world, and men loved darkness rather than light,
because their deeds were evil.
20 For every one that doeth evil hateth the light, neither
cometh to the light, lest his deeds should be reproved.
Today, as we meet in Montreal, Quebec, Canada, this is the prophetic end
day wherein these same sottish brethren, kinfolks, and friends from the tribe of
Yehuwdah—known symbolically as the “Judas tare family,”—shall deal
treacherously again. They shall call upon and gather up a multitude of like-minds.
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Just as they hated, betrayed, and crucified '+') # '+') to be put to death, so
shall they do the same against the true disciples of '+') # '+'). Let us read
Jeremiah 12:6:
6 For even thy brethren, and the house of thy father,
even they have dealt treacherously with thee; yea,
they have called a multitude after thee: believe them
not, though they speak fair words unto thee.
Furthermore, just as in the past, they shall also move treacherously to deliver
certain children, those who do the will of '+') # '+'), to councils of evil men in
prophetic-Babylon America to be punished with a severe judicial beating. Let us
read on in Mark 13:9:
9 But take heed to yourselves: for they shall deliver
you up to councils; and in the synagogues ye shall
be beaten: and ye shall be brought before rulers and
kings for My sake, for a testimony against them.
To clarify further alliances with Babylonian judicial councils and other
brethren of the tribe of Yehuwdah—as an example of the “Judas tare family” to
deliver certain disciples in these latter days—we shall go on to investigate the
words beat and beaten for more understanding.
Beat from the American Heritage Talking Dictionary, copyright 1997
computer software indicates “to strike against repeatedly and with force; to deprive
as by craft; and to force to withdraw”; while beaten specifies something “totally
worn-out and exhausted”; exhaust, the root of exhausted, means “to wear out
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completely.” And, beaten in the Random House Webster’s College Dictionary
WordGenius, copyright 2004 computer software, is defined as “overcome by
exhaustion.” These important facts further confirm that, in like manner, just as evil
alliances in the past arranged to deprive Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah
by deceptive craft, and to force them to withdraw by striking against them
repeatedly, so shall it be upon the disciples of '+') # '+') in prophetic BabylonAmerica.
President George W. Bush, the Universal Roman Catholic Pope, all
illumined apostatized potentates, and brethren of the “Judas tare family” shall deal
treacherously to strike repeatedly against certain disciples of '+') # '+'). These
troubling strikes shall kindle a fire to force certain disciples of '+') # '+') to
abandon their Biblical speech and writings, regarding the Kingdom and second
coming of '+') # '+').
By giving false reports to evil men, in an effort to take out revenge for some
fabricated wrong doing—as against '+') # '+')—these troubling strikes, in like
manner, shall defame the disciples of '+') # '+') and the Nation of '+'). Let us
read an instance of such reports in Jeremiah 20:10:
10 For I heard the defaming of many, fear on every
side. Report, say they, and we will report it. All my
familiars watched for my halting, saying, Peradventure
he will be enticed, and we shall prevail against him, and
we shall take our revenge on him.
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In addition, because of false reports to cause fear, seek revenge, and
defame certain disciples within the Nation of '+'), many shall also be hated,
betrayed, as well as offended. Let us read on in Matthew 24:10:
10 And then shall many be offended, and shall betray
one another, and shall hate one another.
Furthermore, the “Judas tare family” have gathered as one mind to deplete
the Nation of '+') of all spiritual possessions and resources, so as to entice certain
disciples to forsake, renounce, and give up their trust in '+') # '+'); and, to also
abandon their belief in the second coming of '+') # '+').
From a host of all of their fraudulent reports, the ultimate goal for this sottish
family of Hebrews is to defame certain disciples of '+') # '+'), so much so that
they breakdown from mental fatigue, and, eventually, run out of any viable help or
support; thus, forcing some of the citizens of the Nation of '+') to mentally
collapse.
Consequently, once their venomous actions of hate are publicly displayed
against certain disciples, who shall suffer for the will of '+') # '+') as
prophesied, they shall propel the evil rulers of America’s judicial administration in
Washington D.C., to completely wear out the disciples of '+') # '+'). Let us
read 1 Peter 3:16 and 17:
16 Having a good conscience; that, whereas they speak
evil of you, as of evildoers, they may be ashamed that
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falsely accuse your good conversation in Christ, '+') #
'+').
17 For it is better, if the will of God, '+'), be so, that ye
suffer for well doing, than for evil doing.
Then, George W. Bush, the Universal Roman Catholic Pope, the Secretary
of State, the Secretary of Defense, all military chiefs, all illumined Potentates, and
the “Judas tare family” shall begin to speak great words against '+') # '+')
again. And, they shall wear out the saints of the Nation of '+'). To confirm our
statements, let us read Daniel 7:25 up to the colon, for further emphasis on this
matter:
25 And he shall speak great words against the most
High, '+') # '+') and shall wear out the saints of
the most High, '+') # '+'), and think to change
times and laws:
Today, as in the times of Daniel, threatening rulings have been drafted into
one intrusive law—to single out, pursue, and persecute the true believers of '+')
# '+'). And because of false accusations of all unholy alliances—just as with
king Nebuchadnezzar—George W. Bush has arranged repressive surveillance
laws, crafted as global executive rulings, to be a concealed incentive to deliberately
wear out the saints of the Most High, '+') # '+').
In that these laws have been signed into writing in prophetic BabylonAmerica, all false accusers, who shall speak great words against '+') # '+') and
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seek to wear out the true saints of '+') # '+')—through treachery—are making it
known that they are “one” with the hateful Babylonian-American mindset of this
world. Let us read St. John 15:18-21:
18 If the world hate you, ye know that it hated Me
before it hated you.
19 If ye were of the world, the world would love his
own: but because ye are not of the world, but I ['+') #
'+')] have chosen you out of the world, therefore the
world hateth you.
20 Remember the word that I said unto you, The
servant is not greater than his Lord. If they have
persecuted Me, they will also persecute you; if they have
kept My saying, they will keep yours also.
21 But all these things will they do unto you for My
name’s sake, because they know not Him ['+')] that
sent Me.
Let us examine the words wear and out to understand once again what
many who are “one” with the evil minds of this world shall do, to completely wear
out the saints of '+') # '+'). Documented in the e-Sword, copyright 2004, Bible
computer software, the words wear out under the reference numbers, 1080 and
1086 indicates “to afflict, consume, and to fail.”
We can determine from these facts that those who will align themselves to
speak great words against '+') # '+') and the saints of '+') # '+') will do so to
severely afflict them, consume them by mental and spiritual agitation, and cause
them to fail.
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In like manner, as Nebuchadnezzar spoke great words against the Most
High, '+'), and sought to severely afflict Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah
with spiritual and mental agitation, so shall President George W. Bush deliberately
do to the saints of the Most High, '+') # '+'). Without a doubt, they all shall
open their mouths in blasphemy against God, '+'), the name of His Son, '+') #
'+'), the Nation of '+'), and the true disciples (saints) that habitually do the will
of '+') # '+'). Let us read on in Revelation 13:6:
6 And he opened his mouth in blasphemy against God,
'+'), to blaspheme His name, and His tabernacle,
and them that dwell in heaven.
This will be a troubling, but, yet, a humbling time that shall strain the
powers of endurance and self-control for the “true” saints of '+') # '+'), who
shall be totally worn-out and overcome by extreme mental exhaustion. But know
of a surety, that during this time of trouble of evil speaking against our Father, '+')
# '+'), and all who do His will, we must continue to rejoice and be exceedingly
glad; for great shall be our reward in heaven. Praise '+') # '+')! Let us read
Luke 6:22-23:
22 Blessed are ye, when men shall hate you, and when
they shall separate you from their company, and shall
reproach you, and cast out your name as evil, for the
Son of Man’s, '+') # '+') [’s], sake.
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23 Rejoice ye in that day, and leap for joy: for, behold,
your reward is great in heaven: for in the like manner
did their fathers unto the prophets.
At this point, let us advance on in our examination. We shall illustrate the
final mechanisms that judicial officials in prophetic Babylon-America and all false
accusers, once active in the Nation of '+'), shall use to consume the saints of '+')
# '+') with a burdensome trial. To do this, we shall go back to the word tongue,
once again, to close our investigation of Daniel 1:4, from the phrase, the tongue of
the Chaldeans.
The word tongue, in The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the
Bible, copyright 1990 in the Hebrew Dictionary of the Old Testament under the
reference number 3960, means to “wag the tongue”; that is, to “calumniate”; also
“to accuse or slander.” Wag, from the Webster’s New World College Dictionary
& Thesaurus, copyright 1998, computer software, is defined as “to move (the
tongue) in talking, especially in malicious gossip.”
Calumny, the root of calumniate, from the Merriam-Webster’s 11th
Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 2003, computer software, is “the act of
uttering false charges or misrepresentations maliciously calculated to harm
another’s reputation”; while calumniate in the American Heritage Talking
Dictionary, copyright 1997 computer software, stresses “to make knowingly
false statements about.” The word accuse is synonymous to “indict”; and
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indict is described as “the action of a grand jury and means to find a case
against a person to be brought to trial.”
Considering all details from this point on, we can affirm that because of
false accusers, Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah were accused of some
wrong doing, indicted and interrogated by a grand jury, then subjected to a
burdensome trial. It is overwhelmingly clear from all of the facts we have
explored, as a case in point this day, that every means of mass communications
in prophetic Babylon-America—newspapers, magazines, radio, television,
internet, round table interviews or live symposiums and the like—shall be
employed to craft a case, by false accusers and a veiled grand jury, against
certain disciples of '+') # '+'). Let us read 1 Peter 3:15-17:
15 But sanctify the Lord God, '+') # '+'), in your
hearts: and be ready always to give an answer to every
man that asketh you a reason of the hope that is in you
with meekness and fear:
16 Having a good conscience; that, whereas they speak
evil of you, as of evildoers, they may be ashamed that
falsely accuse your good conversation in Christ, '+') #
'+'),
17 For it is better, if the will of God, '+'), be so, that ye
suffer for well doing, than for evil doing.
Thus, certain disciples, equated to Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah,
shall be brought before President George W. Bush and subjected to an
executive trial. Let us read Daniel 3:13:
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13 Then Nebuchadnezzar in his rage and fury
commanded to bring Shadrach, Meshach, and
Abednego. Then they brought these men before the
king.
We can now assert—since the ascension of '+') # '+'), and now, after the
historical visit of the universal Pope—that top secret arrangements, due to false
accusations, shall stir up the final plans to try certain disciples of '+') # '+').
Moreover, while also facing onerous accusations of government world
security ordinances and some wrong doing within the Nation of '+'), false
accusers—once a part of the Nation of '+')—shall be used as false witnesses
by a veiled grand jury.
They shall come forward as false witnesses who are separated from and on
bad terms with certain disciples of '+') # '+'), and they are at odds with the
operation of certain entities within the Nation of '+').
Let us confirm a prophetic illustration, of the same grand jury “set up” of
false witnesses against '+') # '+') that is soon to unfold in opposition to
certain disciples of '+') # '+'). Let us read Matthew 26:59 for additional
confirmation:
59 Now the chief priests, and elders, and all the
council, sought false witness against '+') # '+'), to
put Him to death;
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Conclusively, in crafting a case in the likeness to '+') # '+'), false
witnesses, in particular, shall utter false charges and misrepresentations of
prepared malicious gossip against the true saints of '+') # '+'), to also put them
to death.
Therefore, it is clearly understood from our overall examination that the
preparation of malicious and false gossip in the past, by false witnesses, typifies
the same veiled grand jury (chief priests, elders, and councils) that will harm the
reputation of certain disciples of '+') # '+') today. Moreover, by persistently
and intentionally imposing an agonizing and burdensome trial, upon them, they
believe this would cause these certain disciples of '+') # '+') in the end to
mentally fail.
This latter day is the final war of the Universal Pope, President George W.
Bush, foreign allies, and all legions of antichrists to subjugate the truth of '+'),
drive away the laws of '+'), and, subsequently, attempt to exterminate the Saints
who proclaim the return and coming Kingdom of God, '+') # '+'). Let us read
Revelation 13:7:
14 And it was given unto him to make war with the
saints, and to overcome them: and power was given
him over all kindreds, and tongues, and nations.
The Universal Sovereign Pope of the Holy Roman Empire, President George
W. Bush, his present Secretary of State, all illumined potentates, a concealed
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17 And the dragon was wroth with the woman, and
went to make war with the remnant of her seed,
which keep the commandments of God, '+'), and
have the testimony of '+') # '+').
For documented proof regarding a scandalous trial of prophetic war against
the Saints who have the testimony of '+') # '+'), let us briefly scrutinize the
words: dragon, wroth, war, remnant, and testimony from Revelation 12:17.
Documented in The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible,
copyright 1990 in the Hebrew Dictionary of the Old Testament under the reference
number 1404, dragon is described as “a fabulous kind of serpent”; serpent, under
the reference number 3789 implies “a snake, figuratively (as a type of sly cunning)
an artful malicious person”; wroth, referenced under 3710, denotes to become
“enraged or exasperated”; while war, referenced under 4171, is “a single encounter
or a series of warfare in a fight or battle”; the word remnant, referenced under
3062 means “remaining ones or residue”; and, testimony, under the reference
number 3141, signifies “evidence given judicially; record and report.”
According to these details that we have shown, this scandalous trial of
spiritual and temporal warfare shall propel the great time of trouble, when the
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closing judicial evidence of the Kingdom of '+') # '+') will be recorded and
globally reported throughout the earth. Let us read Daniel 12:1:
12:1 And at that time shall Michael stand up, the great
prince which standeth for the children of thy people:
and there shall be a time of trouble, such as never was
since there was a nation even to that same time:
To illuminate this infamous trial of spiritual warfare that is soon to take
place, let us examine the word trouble to get a glimpse of this approaching time of
trouble.

The word trouble, as denoted in The New Strong’s Exhaustive

Concordance of the Bible, copyright 1990 in the Hebrew Dictionary of the Old
Testament, under the reference numbers 6869 and 6862, signifies “a female rival;
an opponent, adversary, enemy and foe.”
We can conclude overwhelmingly, with out any doubt, during these last days
as prophesied in the Scriptures, that of all of the false witnesses “set up” by the
Bush administration, two female rivals, from among followers of '+') # '+')
shall come forward, as false witnesses, who are certainly sly, most cunning, and
artfully malicious. Let us read Matthew 26:60, after the colon:
60 … yea, though many false witnesses came, yet found
they none. At the last came two false witnesses,
At the last, two false witnesses or two female opponents shall both lift up
their heads as adversaries, enemies, and foes against the true Saints of '+') # '+')
and the Nation of '+'). Let us read Matthew 10:36-38:
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36 And a man’s foes shall be they of his own
household.
37 He that loveth father or mother more than Me ['+')
# '+')] is not worthy of Me: and he that loveth son or
daughter more than Me is not worthy of Me.
38 And he that taketh not his cross, and followeth after
Me, is not worthy of Me.
Furthermore, as these two female foes become so enraged and exasperated
with those that are worthy of '+') # '+'), both of them shall strike repeatedly
against all that the Nation of '+') stands for—with overwhelmingly blatant lies.
Let us read Jude 1:16-19:
16 These are murmurers, complainers, walking after
their own lusts; and their mouth speaketh great
swelling words, having men’s persons in admiration
because of advantage.
17 But, beloved, remember ye the words which were
spoken before of the apostles of our Lord, '+') # '+');
18 How that they told you there should be mockers in
the last time, who should walk after their own ungodly
lusts.
19 These be they who separate themselves, sensual,
having not the Spirit [of '+') # '+')].
And, most certainly, the strikes of these two female opponents shall not
come in just a single encounter, but rather a series of fights and battles of fictitious
testimony. Since the ascension of '+') # '+'), this remarkable resemblance of a
prophetic time of trouble and great tribulation shall come upon the seed of '+') #
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'+'), as a great flood of sorrows, while, ushering in much grief throughout
prophetic Babylon-America and the world.
Conclusively, as we come into our Biblical inheritance with '+') # '+'), all
strikes of hostility shall be made to intentionally dishonor, damage, and shame the
true disciples of '+') # '+'). This public disgrace shall be made to overcome the
Nation of '+') and to besiege, bind up, cramp, and oppress the disciples who keep
the commandments of '+') # '+'); thus, defying the faith of all moral people of
every kindred, nation, and tongue who await the triumphant second coming of the
only true Messiah, '+') # '+').
Nevertheless, in spite of all the blasphemous deceptions of Satan, the great
red dragon, all of his angels, and the inevitable false witnesses against the Son of
God, '+') # '+'), and His Saints, we shall endure categorically as our brothers
Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah. We shall, in like manner—everyone,
who are found written in the Book—overcome them all, through the blood of the
Lamb, '+') # '+'), and the words of our testimony! Let us read Revelation
12:11:
11 And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb,
['+') # '+')], and by the word of their testimony;
and they loved not their lives unto the death.
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Praise '+') # '+')! Let us all remain steadfast, and unmovable; always
doing the will and keeping the commandments of '+') # '+'). Because we know
that when '+') # '+') appears for the second time, we shall be like Him; for we
shall see Him as He is. Praise '+')! Praise '+') # '+')!
Thank You, '+'), for sending us our Beloved Lord and Savior, '+') # '+')!
Praise '+')!
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